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Executive Summary

Telecommunication industry intensifies our communication smoothly. Once we were used to
send letters by mailing office. We were waiting a latter for day after day. But after 90s decade
the situation dramatically has changed.
Advertising helps us to gain the knowledge of a product. Advising promotes increasing
production of a company. Yes types and nature of advertising has been changing. Marketers
must aware of demand of consumers and viewers.
Advertising is a promotional tool which helps someone to get familiar products or services.
Advertisement helps to remove knowledge barrier and makes a good connection between seller and
consumer. Giant companies spend a lot of money to promote their products and services
Advertisement directly impacts on consumer. We know there are many types of advertisement sources. It
may be typical types or may be modern types. Day to day tools of advertisement is changing. Consumer
expectation levels differ depending on various source of advertisement.

Actually people liked an advertisement based on its motive. But there are some basic conditions
to be liked an advertisement by people. It is not a matter source of advertisement. Advertisement
is more than emotions, social value , brand value or expenses. We have experience sometimes
Grameenphone makes emotional based TVC which touch our hearts. People liked those
advertisements which have a quality, strong messages and strong social values.
In this paper, the writer collects 15 GP TVCs and 5 Robi TVCs. Each of TVC has a description
and provides the main theme.
After reading this paper one can know the nature of advertisement nature of both companies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Background of the study
Telecommunication industry intensifies our communication smoothly. Once we were used to
send letters by mailing office. We were waiting a latter for day after day. But after 90s decade
the situation dramatically has changed. By the progress of telecommunication industry we are
using our communication with other. We are using Facebook, Instragram, Whatsapp etc. social
media platforms. We thanked our telecommunication industry for giving us smooth connection
system.
On the other hand, advertising helps us to gain the knowledge of a product. Advising promotes
increasing production of a company. Yes types and nature of advertising has been changing.
Marketers must aware of demand of consumers and viewers.
In this study, we talked about the advertisements of our telecommunication industries. Today we
are 4 telecom companies. That companies make their promotion in mass media and social media.

1.2 Objective of the report






To analyze of telecom industry journey
To analyze types of advertising
To analyze Grammenphone advertising style
To analyze Robi adverting style
To make a compare between Robi and Grameenphone

1.3 Significance of the study
This project report is prime required to complete the journey of 4 years of Bachelor of Business
industry. This comparative report will help me to make analyses availities.

ix

In this paper, I try to present GP and Robi advertisement policies. In this paper 15 of GP and 15
Robi advertisements are presented with details. One can understand their messages thorough
TVC.

1.4 Limitation of the study




In this paper there is presentation only TVC types advertising.
The paper represents only 2 companies advertisement
There is lack of primary data presentation.

1.5 Methodology of the study
The thesis paper is done on secondary information. The secondary sources are:







Newspaper
Journal
Articles
Youtube
Website of Robi
Website of Grameenphone
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Chapter 2
Analyses of Advertising
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Advertising is a promotional tool which helps someone to get familiar products or services.
Advertisement helps to remove knowledge barrier and makes a good connection between seller and
consumer. Giant companies spend a lot of money to promote their products and services. If we look at
Indian premium league, sponsors spend around 6000 crore Indian Rupee for a particular season. ( The
Hindu). So advertisement is a great tool. The more you spend, the more you gain- It’s a great a marketing
tools. Now we want to talk about importance of advertisement. Advertisement is nothing but great
investment. It’s an ultimate weapon to get maximum profit. So day by day marketing policy can be
updated but there must present in marketing and advertisement policies.

2.1 Advertisement and consumers buying behavior
Advertisement directly impacts on consumer. We know there are many types of advertisement sources. It
may be typical types or may be modern types. Day to day tools of advertisement is changing. Consumer
expectation levels differ depending on various source of advertisement.

Yes, there is a good chance of changing consumer behavior if there is a positive advertisement.
Marketers always try to make a great imaginary effect on brain. Brand image can make a great
picture on consumer mind. When a cricket match arranged, we can see brand companies spend a
lot of money on advertising. Brands always try to read consumer mind. But they sometimes
persuade consumer total behavior. Liking or disliking of a particular advertisement may impact
consumer behavior.
A study said consumer behavior depends on four important factorials. Entertainment, familiarity,
social imaging and spending are the pillars which may a reason to make consumer attraction.

2.2 Advertisement and types of advertisement liked by people
Suppose, someone is watching a Bangladeshi TV show, that time 5 minutes advertisement is
enough to being annoyed. Because of you are setting for watching a movie or Natok not for
seeing advertisement. Actually TV commercial breaks make a consumer annoyed. But if the
length of time is small that time advertisement creates interesting. So a lot of Bangladeshi views
move to Youtube for entertainment purpose. And Youtube commercial system so far is okay.
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Now I want to talk about the factors which are reasons being an advertisement interesting.
Entertainment is one of them factors. Entertain makes attraction. Without entertainment,
advertisement will be boring. Suppose, Airtel, the mobile operator, wants to make a package for
youth. If there is only voice no entertainment that thing might be not effective. One study said
that entertainment increases the basic productivity of advertisement. So giant companies are
receiving a lot of money for humorous advertisements.
Entertainment makes a good satisfaction. And consumer behavior will change if they find
satisfaction.
But always the situation may not same. If there is serious issue, humorous should be avoided.
Example: Life boy( parent company is Unilever) makes a shop advertisement. The shop will be
effective again Corona Virus 99.99%. So Coid-19 is a serious issue. If they added full
entertainment it may be bad for them. So depending on the situation and nature of advertisement
entertainment should be considered.

Familiarity relates with brand images. The experiences of a particular product and service
gathered by how much time the product being consumed by consumers. Consumer may gain this
knowledge directly or in directly. Familiarity is equal to knowledge. A study shows that
knowledge, experience and familiarity consider as same thing. Familiarity is identified as the
accumulated correlated experiences that customers have had with a brand. People used to like
those advertisement which get familiarities in common.
Social Imaging relates with personal class, life style and attitudes. If we see a product that
belongs to our class we normally being attracted that particular product or service. In TVC we
can observe those things. Advertisement such in newspapers, radio or still images may convey
little imaging factor. But in television we can easily relate products with our social view.
Marketers have to be careful about right social images. Unfortunately social images sometimes
carry bias system. In a report which was published in 2009, said that beauty type products are
have a great imaging. In beauty type TVC, we often see a beautiful model or a muscular smart
man represented. It is okay. But we often find racism. But situation is changing but slow pace.
In a Bangladeshi TVC we see a great advertisement by Fresh Company. The message was beauty
does not mean white color, it means freshness. People want to like these advertisements which
are represented by star player like Shakib Al-Hasan, CR7. Because of their presence of these
TVCs people have to be liked. They can create products marketing policies. Because of a lot of
people followed them in social platforms but also are in real life activities. Recent events like
Cristiano Ronaldo just give priority water over coca-cola, the company lost 33.000 crore
Bangladeshi taka price value. So it is easily said players and big stars have great social images.
Spending on advertising can have impact in the purchasing behaviour of people in a sense that
the more money spent can be connected with the quality of advertisement. It may bring in
xiii

making a great impression in consumer’s mentality. Advertising is an important tools of product
quality. Heavy advertising spending shows that the firm is investing in the brand, which means
the organization has a huge investment and thus implies that they might have a better quality of
product. In addition, advertising spending levels are good indicators of not only high quality but
also good buys.

Social Imaging

Entertainment
Consumers liking
criteria

Familiarity

Spending

Figure 2.1: Criteria before an advertisement liked by consumers

Actually people liked an advertisement based on its motive. But there are some basic conditions
to be liked an advertisement by people. It is not a matter source of advertisement. Advertisement
is more than emotions, social value , brand value or expenses. We have experience sometimes
Grameenphone makes emotional based TVC which touch our hearts. People liked those
advertisements which have a quality, strong messages and strong social values.
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Chapter 3
Analyses of telecommunication Industry
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The country’s march towards materializing its vision ‘Digital Bangladesh’ has brought
impressive growth in the telecommunication and information technology sector. The country’s
active mobile subscriber penetration reached to 93.4% from 30.6% in 2008. Bangladesh is now
the eighth largest mobile market in the world in terms of unique subscribers and the sector now
contributes almost 1.8% of total GDP. Two major telecom service offerings are “Voice Calls”
and “Internet Data” services. Revenue from voice calls still dominates the industry while
contribution from data revenue is growing exponentially since the launching of 3G in
Bangladesh.

3.1 History key events of telecommunication in Bangladesh (year basis)


In 1989, government issued a license Bangladesh Telecom Limited and Sheba telecom.



In 1996 Bangladesh government gave permission Telecom Malaysia International
Bangladesh & Grameenphone. That year Bangladesh telecom rebranded to pacific
Bangladesh . Citycell started their journey in this year.



In 1997, Grameenphone, Aktel and Sheba launched their services. This year was a
greatest journey for telecommunication industry.



In 1999, first time consumers got prepaid service from mobile operators.



In 2002, the usage of telecommunication increased day by day. One million people have
had connected with telecommunication industry.
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So far telecommunication services were given by private multinational companies, But in
2004 Teletalk started its footprint in telecommunication service. It is a state owned
company.



In 2005. Government imposed on SIM tax. That year Warid telecom launched.



In 2010 Bharti Airtel acquired Warid. Again Airtel rebranded as Robi.



In 2011, 2G spectrum renewed for 15 years.



In 2012, the era of 3G has stated. Teletalk launches first 3G network in Bangladesh.



Grameenphone, Robi, Banglalink and Airtel started the 3G service mid of 2013.



In 2013, 100 million subscribers have been passed.

3.2 Mobile Subscriber Dynamic in Bangladesh
In our country, telecom industry has ramped up continuously over past 10 years achieving a total
of 157 million active users and more than 85 million special subscribers or users. Unique
subscriber penetration in Bangladesh rose to almost 55% by 2018 from only 1% in 2003 due to
rapid adoption of telecommunication services. The industry has turned out to be fifth largest
market in Asia Pacific Region, according to GSMA. However, about half of the entire population
are yet to be connected with the mobile telecommunication network, also indicating that there is
enormous room to grow. The real market penetration remained steady in the last three years as
mandatory bio-metric SIM re-registration has slowed down the pace of new customer
acquisition.
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Chapter 4
Organization Overview
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4.1 Grameenphone
Preview of Greameenphone
GP believes in two words. One is connecting and another one is possibilities. If two words work
together, successful come in sure but need some time. March 1997, Grameenphone embarked on
its journey with the vision to bridge the digital divide between rural and urban Bangladesh.
Twenty-three years hence, empowering society and Grameenphone are inextricably linked for
more than 79 million Bangladeshis across the nation. The years of advancement have all been
part of the foundation for the nation to achieve a unified goal – becoming a developed country by
2041. Over the years, Grameenphone has been providing numerous services that have
transcended beyond just voice and data services – the Company has consistently lead from the
front, pioneering innovative digital solutions that connect the people to what matters most to
them.
Thanks in part to the rapid advancement in technology, today, we are on the verge of endless
possibilities. Grameenphone aspires to keep the wheels of progress and possibilities in motion
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and explore every opportunity for a truly Digital Bangladesh. As a new dawn awakens through
digitalisation, the Company aims to reinforce its commitment to its purpose and build a better
Bangladesh by being the conduit for connecting possibilities.

Grameenphone Strategies:
The company has 4 long term planning or strategies:


Diversified Data Network Experience



Grow Revenue



Drive Modernnisation



Responsible Business

Grameen Phone 23 years Journey:
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Grameenphone Financial Highlights:
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Grameenphone Organization Structure:

\
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4.2 Robi
Preview of Robi
Robi Axiata Limited is the second largest telecom service provider of Bangladesh with around
32.2 million dynamic endorsers as of October, 2016. Robi Axiata Limited used to be the second
biggest administrator as far as income and third biggest as far as dynamic endorsers previously
Robi and Airtel merger, which occurred on 16th November, 2016. This was the primary merger
in the media transmission area of Bangladesh. Following the merger of Robi and Airtel, the
consolidated organization is presently known as Robi Axiata Limited. After effectively finishing
the merger procedure, Robi Axiata has developed as the second biggest media transmission
administrator in Bangladesh. The consolidated organization has across the nation arranged scope.

Robi Axiata is a joint venture among Axiata Group Berhad, of Malaysia, Bharti Airtel Limited,
of India and NTT DoCoMo Inc. of Japan. Axiata holds 68.7% restraint stake in the entity, Bharti
holds 25% and remaining 6.3% is held by NTT DOCOMO of Japan. (“Company
Visibility”,n.d.). At Robi Axiata, employee follows green principles and use that define the
organizational culture.
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Robi Mission and Vision
Vision
The vision of Robi is “To be a leader service provider in Telecommunication sector in
Bangladesh.”

Mission
“We are there for you, where you want and in the way you want, in order to help you develop,
grow and make the most of your lives through our services.”
Robi’s mission is to empower there customer. They think they are number one when the
customer say it. They are always there for their customer.
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Journey of Robi:
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Chapter 5
Grameenphone Vs. Robi TVC
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Grameenhone TVCs:

1.Grameenphone TVC : 2010

Titile of TVC: Opekha
Description: From Youtube, Opekha TVC was directed Amitabh Reza. In this TVC the song was
written by Habib Wahid. Here a lady was waiting for her loving person. The person might be
living in City area. The lady waited in grass field, agriculture land. There was a cloudy and
raining environment. But she could not enjoy this moment without the loving person. Suddenly a
phone was rung. The lady was running at a great speed to pick up the phone. And we saw there
was a smile in the girls face. The TVC was 2:30 minutes.
The message of TVC is there is no value of environment beauties if the loving person is not
beside with you. That`s why they made 10000 network diagram to connect without call fall.
Stay close- Grameen phone.

Link: https://youtu.be/eUyF4twdSGo
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1. Grameenphone TVC 2010:

Title of TVC: Shota Asha

Description: This music video was uploaded in December 13, 2010. The length of video is 2
minutes 5 seconds. Basically it is a sponsor based music video. That time GP sponsored National
cricket team. As we know we are cricket playing mad country, we love and see cricket very
much. The video started with dressing room of Bangladesh Cricket team. Some of Players name
can be seen. In this video, we can see a truck driver listen cricket commentary while playing
Bangladesh and Sri-Lanka cricket match. Then we can see Shakib Al-Hasan got moving to field
premises. Then we can see team cheer up meeting. Business people were also ready for cricket
match. Some young blood was going to stadium by risksaw. Team practicing was going on.
Some young girls were busy to set up Bangladeshi flag installment. People all of classes enjoyed
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that match. Some of them were wearing masks, using different colors in their faces. Cricket is
related with our emotions. From child to aged people were preparing to see that match.
The main theme of this TVC is cricket. Bangladesh is cricket loving country. They enjoy it.
They were happy if Bangladesh won a match. Again, they will be disappointed if they lost.
Whatever happened in Bangladesh team we are always besides with our team. Cricket is our
hope. This is the main message of this TVC.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNJrKNQhAWs&t=10s
.3. Grameenphone TVC : 2011

Title of TVC: Bondu offnet

Description:
The duration of TVC is 40 seconds. It was directed by Md. Abid Mallik and powered by Greay
Bangladesh.
In this Commercial advertisement, we have to see a old couple. The old lady did not give
permission to enter her house. Being disappointed, the old guy set on a branch. The whole
incident was seen by a boy. He told his friends about this incident. Then the boy took appearing
on him. The boy asked the old ma,” Did he feel disappointed?” The old replied in the positive.
Then the boy along his friends offered the old guy ice cream. A smile could be seen on his face.
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Basically, this summary of this adv is without having friends we cannot be happy. There is no
age limitation for making friendship.
At last, it was a promotional based commercial advertisement. It said there was a offer. If you
use bondu package, there was 79 paisa/ min to other operators. And for gp to gp the rate was 49
paisa/min.

Link:

https://youtu.be/sQK4Wn-DHY

4. Grameenphone TVC : 2011

Title of TVC: GP Churn

Description:
This adv was fast seen in July 2011. The duration of this adv is 40 seconds.
At starting a boy was seen who was very angry to his friend because his friends did not have
tension that the exam is knocking at the door. “ Still we have 48 hours to study” one of his friend
said. One of friends was playing computer games, was sleeping etc. He loudly said “I am done
and I am leaving this house”. After he leaved the house, all his friends started countdown
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because they had known their friend will back. Finishing the countdown , the boy returned house
and started said that without him they could not pass the examination.
The motto of this adv is loving people will always come back. Then the promotional message
started. If the off SIM started again there will be offer 33 paisa/min along with free message, MB
and mms. This offer rate to other operator is 99 paisa/ min.
Link:
https://youtu.be/RWWoHqKlzQ

5. GrameenPhone TVC : 2012
Title of TVC: Grameenphone startup

Description: At the starting point of TVC . mother wrote message into a paper. Then she gave to
her son and ordered him not to forget. Basically it was to message to her husband. That time
mobile phone may not available. So the boy started to market place where he can make a phone
call. Going to the market road, he found some same age boys played Latim khela. He was busy
at playing that game. After few moments he remembered his work. That time rain started and he
got coved with rain water. After long time he finally reached the point. He made a phone call to
his father. But unfortunately his paper get witty and could not tell what mother wanted to say.
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The motto of this tvc is message never be deleted. If you took grameenphone setup only 149 take
along with 300 taka talk time + 300 MB internet.

This tvc published in January, 2012. The production house of this adv was A Tasher Ghor The
duration of this adv is 1 minutes.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgs723OTQ

6. Grameen Phone (GP) Network 2012 TVC –
Title of TVC: Jiboner Daakey Shara Din

Description: the TV commercial adv started with sad and emotional music. A working man made
farewell from his wife, daughter, little baby and his parents. In that time tears are burst into eyes.
Around the environment we can see the emotional background scenes. The man took blessing
from his parent. His lovely wife felt very sad. The man had to leave this place because he had to
work to support his family. The man was ready to go Dhaka with bag and baggage. His little girl
started running to point as she made farewell. The man finally reached his working place. And he
used a mobile phone to give message to his family that he reached Dhaka safely.
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The main theme is people do not want live his native place. But reality is you have to work for
your family.
But if you use Grameenphone you will always stay your family. This adv duration is 90 seconds.
Here one can use welcome tone which was used in this advertisement.
Other promotional facilities are available. Talk time+ Internet +MMS +FNF services are still
working on.
Link: https://youtu.be/t8YBL0u34ls

7. Grameenphone TVC 2013:

Title of the TVC: GP welcome tune (Aug, 2013)

Description: The timing of this adv is 60 seconds. Anan Al- Rajeeb was the director of this
TVC.

A girl was sitting a library. A boy came to her and expressed his love to the girl. Unfortunately
she wore a headphone on the ears. That’s why she could not understand what the boy said. The
boy was trying and trying to express his love but every time in vain. Even he made a wrong
proposal to a wrong girl. Finally the day came. He asked the girl to make a missed call because
xxxiv

of pretending not finding his mobile phone. According to that situation the girl made a phone
call. But she found a welcome tune which expressed the boy love feelings.

This TVC is based on welcome tune promotion. If someone wants to subscribe the welcome tune
s/he should dial 4000. And the first welcome tune will be free,

Link: https://youtu.be/irg5DFO3dVc

8. Grameenphone TVC 2014
Title of TVC: Bonus

Description: This TVC launched in May 9, 2014. The duration was 46 seconds. Lax super
Bidha Saha Mim was the cast of this TVC.

The TVC is about twin sister who fought all time. One of them was active person, service holder
and punctual. Another of them was lazy, not serious and all time fun mood.
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At the stating time, one of them who were lazy and not serious asked for money to fuel for her
scooter. The hardworking sister denied it. Suddenly the fun moody sister took her sister bag and
collected money. This made her sister very annoying. The hardworking sister left his house to
office but she could not manage CNG. That time his fun moody sister came and asked for ride.
She said I save your CNG cost. The other one said that the cost of fuel was given by her.

Here the message is there will be some conflict between siblings. There is a hidden message if
you want to get something you have to accept some sacrifice.
The promotional of the message is there is 100% bonus facility. If you fulfill some easy target,
you will eligible for bonus. For free registration you have to dial *999*1#.

Link:
https://youtu.be/bQ-XzSz7xsc
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9. Grameenphone TVC 2014

Title of TVC : Change the Game with GP 3G

Description: An injured boy was seen at the bed who was a captain of the team. From starting
point we are seen the team could not perform well. The suffered and attacked by the opposite
team. One of team mate called the injured captain that the team facing critical moment. That time
the injured captain used modem. That time he took helped from youtube and made a plan for his
team. He guided his team mate how to play good football. After getting advice, the team was full
of cheer. Finally they beat the opposite team.
The message of this video is if follow advanced help from internet you will be successful.
This adv was based on that time when Bangladesh had entered 3g era. It is a promotional adv of
GP Modem. The 3g modem was 1449 taka along with 4010 taka data discount.

LINK:
https://youtu.be/XPB266Ap7io
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10. Grameenphone TVC : 2013

Titile of TVC: Ananta Jalil : Mission Impossible

Description: From starting point, Ananta Jalil, the superstar of Dhaka film industry, was seen. In
the life a young lady became excited because she was lucky to see Ananta from her eyes. After
then she called her lady friend and wanted to say what happened today. But unfortunately Her
balance was low. And she could not express the event. She felt disappointed. Suddenly Ananta
Jalil appeared her and asked for her mobile phone. Then Ananta Jalil did something with that
mobile. Then 5 taka emergency balance came to her mobile. The lady said it was impossible.
Then Ananta told his iconic dialogue, “ making impossible to possible is the task of Ananta.
This was promotional video. Sometimes we face low balance and due to insufficient balance call
might be cut. That time GP user could dial *1010*1# and able to get 5 taka. Now a days the
credit limit is 10 taka.

Link:
https://youtu.be/7emUzUaIXHA

11. Grameenphone TVC : 2014

xxxviii

Title of TVC: GP 3G Double Speed TVC

Description: The length of this video is 1 minutes 01 seconds. John Kabir, a famous singer, was
discussed with brand team that a drummer was missing and the show was important. That time
they were in Feri. Suddenly a young star along with his friend said John was in the Feri. The boy
came to John. John might think that boy needed an autograph. But the boy said he is drummer
and some of activities were uploaded in Youtube. At first, John did not emphasize the boy. The
boy wanted to see his activities through Youtube. But internet speed was low and buffering.
The friend advised to his friend Use GP internet and enjoyed the internet benefit Finally the boy
was able to see Youtube activities to John Kabir. John Kabir being impressed and offered him
joining as drummer of his team.
Basically it was TVC. GP means Super speed. They offered 512 kbps pack now 1 Mbps and
1Mbps package to 2 Mbps. The core message is GP internet is faster than other.

Link:
https://youtu.be/UG79lC1Zrms

12 . Grameenphone TVC : 2015

xxxix

Title of TVC: Cholo Bangladesh Music Video

Description:
Introducing the “Cholo Bangladesh” Fan song presented by Grameenphone. This song has been
composed by Habib Wahid and sung by Zohad and Emil. The music video has been directed by
Amitabh Reza. Hope this song will energize all the fanatic supporters of Bangladesh. To set this
song to your welcome tune SMS WT 4422525 to 4000.
At first, a school going boys are playing cricket. As we know this music video were used as
theme song for Bangladesh Cricket team. A man who works in export based company sung
Cholo Bangladesh song. A man rang the school bell and students made run for seeing cricket
match. A women was working in green paddy and singing Cholo Bangladesh Song.
A team of young generation made dancing along with singing this song. Then a boy was running
and a office environment was seen. The office worker worked along with singing this song. Then
a group of Cyclist were preparing and moving to a competition. Then the boy was moving and
entered into garment factory. The factory worker was busy to made Bangladeshi Cricket jersey.
In final side, the boy was trying to catch a ball and making successful to hold up that ball. Then
a group of people said ya! bravo…..
People were enjoying with masks, bill board and festoons. Finally this music video ended up.

Link:
https://youtu.be/9ju9O4Ddlww
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13. Grameenphone TVC 2016:

Title of TVC: Shopno Jabe Bari

Description:
This is one of best television advertisements from the Grameenphone perspective. This video
length is 180 seconds. So here I try to describe the video and main message of this TVC.

A massjid was seen with drone view. Then a ship was seen which floating in the river. Then a
bus was seen which was moving in highway road. A boy was seen who were enjoying nature of
beauty. He was in train. A lady was seen who were busy to talk with her family via mobile
phone. She made baggage for going to her family. A man made buying some products for his
lovely wife who was waiting for her husband. Again that lady was seen who were in a ship and
enjoyed the beauty of the river. Then a ferighat was seen. Two boys are seen in feri. And they
were outside of cabin and enjoyed beauty of the nature. Then that man was again seen. He stated
journey and made a phone call that he was in road. He was returning home. Then A bamboo
Sakoo appeared. Some boys made a swimming in the river. Two boys and that girl was still on
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the way and enjoyed the around environment. Now final point has come. 3 story lines made to
finish line. All of them were finally back to their family. There was a happy ending.
The main message from Grameenphone is very conclusive. The dream of coming back even after
going away does not give up. Stay connected with loved ones everywhere, always on the most
powerful 4G network in the country. Year after year, many people are going to their loved ones
to match the dream with the Eid festival. Have fun returning home.

Link:
https://youtu.be/ciBnbRssHno
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14. Grameenphone TVC : 2018

Title of TVC: International Women's Day 2018

Description: Basically, It was special advertisement for purpose of women contribution in the
society. 4 women had been selected for interview purpose. Basically we want to know how they
spend their days and what occupation they did?
A background male voice can be heard. He said that ,” Today, we are going to speak to a group
of female professionals and learn a few bits of their stories”.
1stlady : Interviewer asked what was doing to now a days? She said she was currently a careerbreak. She added that she had a toddler who was learning to walk. The toddler stayed busy with
his shenanigans all day and kept her busy as well. That’s basically she did.

2nd lady: Same question was asked. She said she loves to travel. She made travel with her friends
whenever she got holiday. She enjoyed taste new food items. She had two puppies at home
whom she did play with them.

3rd lady: She said the she wanted to travel Nepal with motorbike. She loved travel via motorbike.
She made little bit cooking. She loved to enjoy listening music.
4th lady: She said she was only a child to her parents. When it came to phobias she scared
cockroaches much.
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Background male voice said we took portions of these video interviews and showed it to
everyday people and we asked these people to guess what profession the women form interviews
are involved in?
Some said may be housewife, student, model, doctor, school teacher, banker, NGO officer etc.
Now male voice said lets us see what those women actually do professionally.
1st lady name is Asma Alamgir. She was ex- RAB and Air force officer. 2nd lady name is
Maiysha Rahman, a Kareteka and digital marketing officer. 3rd lady is a doctor and named Raka
Noushin Nower. The lady name is Mondira Islam. She is a pilot
We often do judging a book by its cover. The main message is we have to give respect women.
Coming out of the conventional concept, women today are contributing in every field of society
which is changing the landscape.

Link:
https://youtu.be/l0JMvFyydqQ
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15. Grameenphone TVC 2020:

Title of TVC: If you want, it is possible to spread educational light across the Country.

Description:




Length 40 second
Cast: A girl and a grandfather
Topic: Online Education

The TVS was uploaded 16 November, 2020. It is age of Corona Virus. All schools, colleges and
universities have closed down since March , 2020. Online education is only a platform to
continue education.
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From stating point, a girl was attending an online class. Her mobile was supported by a basket.
So it was difficult to maintain. Grandfather made a bamboo stick to support the mobile phone
standings.
It was a promotional based marking TVC. Grameenphone have 4g service. With the help of GP
education can be given easily. You can choose internet packages according to your wish.

Link:
https://youtu.be/7l7rH2i2W-k
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Robi-Airtel Advertisements

1 Robi TVC: Robi mobile AD Bashombob Thanda

Description: From the beginning scene, we can see a boy, aged may be 10 to 12 years, wad
freezing. That time another boy were coming to pond to take bath. The 1st boy warned him not to
jump in the pond. It’s cold. The 2nd boy said, who told you? Oil your own machine. The 2nd boy
jumped and said its freezing.
Then we see a group of boys who had come to learn English vocabulary from Sumon brother. He
taught his students the Bangla meaning of cold and extreme cold.
Basically, Robi promotes that if there is will, there is a way. Robi theme message is “ Rise
according to your power.Link: https://youtu.be/QeHLkn2Dwt0
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2. Robi TVC: Robi offers Choice of Tariff plan.

Description: A town girl was using tablet phone setting on a car. Some village boys and girls
addressing the tablet phone asked that is it a TV? The girl felt annoyed. Suddenly she went to
dress shop and asked her father how long been taken for shopping? The mother said just 5 min.
needed. Then the girl saw a shewlar Kamiz. She liked that dress. The owner of this shop showed
a thumb sign.
It is a promotional video. Robi gives you the options to choose any packages you like any time.(
Tariff, SMS and data services ).

Link: https://youtu.be/L3t561X3gQY
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3. Robi TVC : Shokal Bikal Bundle Offer

Description:
Basically it was an offering type TVC. Here different ages and classes of people were seen who
seemed happy. Here Robi offered Shokal Bikal Bundle from 5 am to 5 pm with 4.17paisa call
rate @ 10 taka cost.

Link: https://youtu.be/pP4-XTdTKqA
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4. Robi TVC : Robi wifi TVC

Description: From the starting point a girl and a boy was seen. The girl saw that a boy was
standing all time in front of her home. The boy was getting wetted still he waited. A braking dog
tried to bite him but still he waited. That made a good impression from the girl perspective. She
thought that the boy might fall in love with her. Finally the girl got ready and asked him why did
he keep standing here all time? The reply of the boy made the girl astonished. The boy said he
had been standing for free wifi and downloaded the game of throne. It was funny TVC.
The message from Robi is there is more than 200 points where wifi is free. The main message is
if you use robi you will get best digital experience.

Link: https://youtu.be/xTfelev7EpM
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5. Robi TVC :Robi double bonus offer

Description: Here we can see twin sister who got selfie with their father. Twins love their father
too much. One of these twins made breakfast for her father another one do same task. That
means father got double love from them.
The message is it is not bad if we get double things in life. Then a male background voice said “
would not be great to have everything in double. That’s why there is a double bonus on recharge
in robi. Recharge 56 or 28 taka you will get same offer. There was a additional bonus package.
With a every 5 minutes talk time enjoy 5 MB internet packages.
Link: https://youtu.be/3JIn32IUqc4
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6. Robi TVC: Robi Network – Online School

Description: From starting point, a madam told via zoom application class had finished. She said
that good bye. One of the students asked that miss, please stay for one minute. Then all the class
celebrated birthday of that madam through online platform. The teacher had got happy by
students.
The message of this video is Robi is giving a smooth internet based online facilities. Robi has
4.5G mobile networking support which help you better internet benefits.

Link:
https://youtu.be/k4ipr-_wGfI
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7. Robi TVC: Rubel Winback TVC

Description: From the starting point we can see Rubel Hossain who is a pacer of Bangladesh
National Cricket Team. He talked with himself. He said that when coming back, he had received
a lot of praise. “ It’s a no ball”, we can hear a commenter voice. It was game between
Bangladesh and India of world cup quarter match in 2015. Rubel again said various social
platforms he got applaud from people. He said, yes, I am back. He added that I’ll show them,
whatever it takes. Then he was doing balling practice. He hit a stump. After then he said,” from
now on, there is no saving them”, “ I will break the stumps”.

Then a background voice said “ dreams won’t break, stumps will”. Then promotional message
was given for whom return in Robi. They will get unlimited internet only 29 taka. Along with
either 18 or 68 recharges you will get .50 paisa per second from Robi to Robi. Others for is 1
paisa per second.

Link:
https://youtu.be/SN5ks61aSLI
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8. Robi TVC : ROBI 5000Mb FREE internet TVC

Description: From the starting point can see Famous boy named Zahid, the boy came famous
thorough online platforms. Now come to the story line. In back flash scene Zahid asked a person
that” Vaiya! ekta gaan gai? The person said yes, you can. The boy named Zahid started singing a
local Chittagong song” Mudhu hoi hoi, Bish Khawaila”. A person besides that person was
recorded the singing boy and the person. Then he posted on Facebook. At that moment, the post
got viral as well the boy also. People who are going Cox’s Bazar and took a selfie with that boy.
Now the boy was invited to sing that song in big stage or platform.
The background said, if there is fastest internet, real talent can found easily. Then their
promotional message is given. Their promotional message is Welcome back to Robi and get up
to 5000MB FREE internet and avail lowest call rate upon Tk19 recharge.
Link: https://youtu.be/Ffp-QxYzsLM
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9. Robi TVC: Ebar Hobei ( School build up version)

Description: we saw a standing boy of a class give lesson to his teacher. He said 2*9=18 but he
was in vain to say 9*3=? Suddenly besides a group of boys said ahre 27!!!. The teacher said,
who’s that? Then the guard revoked them and the boys are running away. Suddenly the guard got
noticed that the boys gifted with quality. They are keen to learning new things. He took oath that
he wanted to make a school for those poor boys and girls who cannot study for money. He made
a discussion with a tea-seller. The tea seller got astonished and asked” how much do you earn per
month, by the way? A boys besides him told with his mom that oh mom! is a cell phone only for
talking and SMS? Have you got the money I sent? The guard replied that what is heavy for a
single person is easy for ten. Then he gave messages to different ways to people with a mobile
phone number that he want to make a school for poor boys and that’s why he need money. After
getting message, many people got agree and send money thorough mobile phone. Finally a
school boy poor is established.
This message from Robi is about inspiring local community development through the use of
digital services. Robi is a telecommunication service provider only. Thereby, Robi and its
partnering financial organizations will not be liable for any misappropriation and/or abuse of this
idea.
Link: https://youtu.be/JHrXqTAQr
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10. Robi TVC: Robi Monthly package of double internet + 10% cash back

Description: A male friend and female friend both were sitting on roller coaster. The boy got
scared because it was his first time on roller coaster. The female friend said to her male friend
don’t worry, I am beside with you. The male friend replied that this is the reason why he got
scared. The female friend said let us go on facebook live. But the boy wanted to deny it but in
vain. Then roller coaster moved on. The female friend was enjoying while the male friend was
scaring.
This was the Robi promotional based advertisement. Here Robi offers internet offers to their
consumers. Get 10% cash back with double internet with every monthly pack purchase thorough
Ghechang store recharge.

Link:
https://youtu.be/L5siXH
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11. Robi TVC: 4.5G Launch Commercial

Description:
At the beginning moment, we can see Arefin Shuvo, Actor, talking his audience. He said that it
was hard to find any space even on the roof of the bus. And doctor consultations used to take an
entire week. But situation is changing now. Then we had to see a old couple who were consulted
by a doctor thorough online platform. The doctor said, you don’t have to come Dhaka. Don’t
worry.
Then some children experienced with scientific measurement. Via online they can learn more.
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Then a girl sitting on a car asked a young men “ where is the bullfight taking place? Then the
young men saw him google map and said the place where bullfight arranged. Shuvo again said
this bullfight turns international image.
Actually digitalization can see around the village. Everywhere they can internet facilities.
The main purpose of the TVC is Robi 4.5G internet facilities can get across 64 Zilas. You can
enjoy fastest internet facilities in everywhere.

Link:
https://youtu.be/TaPiAo6jAbk

12. Robi TVC: Robi Haircut
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Description:
Daughter was working at home and father was trying to cut his hair. But the father could not cut
his hair properly. Then the daughter said her father let her cut to father’s hair. Father asked his
lovely daughter can you? The daughter searched in youtube how to cut down hair. After seeing
that video the daughter perfectly cut his father hair.
The main point of this TVC is if you use robi for video streaming, you will get best experiences.
Robi has strong mobile internet facilities. You can smoothly enjoy internet experiences.

Link:
https://youtu.be/c07Ty2TUWAE
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13. Robi TVC: Fitness Complete solution

Description:
We saw a gym where people use to do exercise. A girl child was doing exercise with dumble. A
boy child was doing same thing but in vain. The girl laughed at the boy. Then the boy lifted the
dumble with angriness.
It is a Robi apps promotion. Robi gives best fitness solution. So download this application and
keep fit.

Link:
https://youtu.be/wlSYjSeeBZw
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14. Robi TVC : Thank you life saver

Description: It is not typical promotional TVC. It is basically dedicated for health works.
This TVC is a cartoon animated. Here a doctor said his mom that he could not come this eid too.
He said he fight for his country , to save people and to help people. Not only him but also other
health workers who could not go in eid did the same life saving work.
Robi says the doctors, nurses, staffs and others who working in frontline we salute them.

Link:
https://youtu.be/EYmrLmWIZKA
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15. Robi TVC: Robi Elite
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Description:
A girl was talked with her mother in a restaurant. After some moments the daughter gifted to her
mother. This made mother special feelings.
A son gifted a watch to his father. This made him elite feelings.
A lady was in hurry. She had to attend a meeting by 10:45 AM. That moment a man was
standing beside her. The man understood the girl in hurry. So he gave the girl to use life first.
Because of one space was remaining. During that time all of us follow health guidelines. We
have to follow social distance. By the way, giving priority the lady for using life first, the lady
felt special.
That’s Robi wants to say. All the customers are special for Robi. So they made a new element of
Elite class. To active this feather you have to dial *1213*1#.

Link:
https://youtu.be/at6POaEb-u8
\
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Conclusion:

Robi and GP both are giant companies in telecom industry. In this project report the writer
analyzes there 10 years advertising style. Both companies play important rule in telecom
industry.
There advertising style is very different. But the way of advertising is good. We hope they will
contribute our economy more.
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